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(Cartoon by Tom Hurley). This is not the only way to carve a prop and .... Attached is a drawing of the jig. It worked fine for me. A. WINS ATTACH PLATES. 
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Homebuilding Of Propellers By Paul E. Best, EAA 2441 411 Brunswick PI., North Syracuse, N.Y. "That's NOT the kind of prop I meant, Birdwelll!"



M



Y HOMEBUILT has a Franklin 65 hp engine installed and after four months of searching for a prop to fit the integral shaft and flange, I began to consider building my own. I know there are new props available for about $70, but my original design may not fit the first



prop selection, and my wallet is too thin for such experimentation. That wonderful article on props in the December, 1960 issue of SPORT AVIATION by Fred Weick was recalled and dug out of the file. After some study and computation, I drew the prop full size on shelf paper with the section contours at the required pitch angle included on the front view. The side view was then drawn, utilizing the projected section thickness and the hub requirement to obtain the side profile. The prop needed to be 70 inch diameter and 60 inch pitch and when drawn the side thickness was found to be 4V4 inches at the root station. I visited the local lumber yard and found no spruce but western white pine which was in well dried planks measuring 1% by 6 inches. Knowing the required thickness, I decided then and there to use three layers, two of the 1% and one of % inch, so I shelled out $6 and rushed home with the wood. Prior to selecting the pine, I had compared the lower engine speed and the variation of strength between spruce and pine and found the pine satisfactory. If my engine was a Continental I would have selected clear fir flooring material.



"It's a veritable tiger in a tail-wind" (Cartoon by Tom Hurley)



This is not the only way to carve a prop and perhaps not the best, but it is a simple method to obtain the desired propeller without extensive tools and shop facilities. The first operation was to lay out the front profile on one piece, then sawing it out with a jig saw. The other two pieces were then marked for sawing by tracing around the first. The shaft hole was then bored in each piece with an electric drill and circle cutter, taking care to drill the hole at right angles to the face of the board. 26
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The hub bolt holes were then drilled undersize, using the front flange plate as a location guide and arranging two opposite holes on the center line 90 degrees to the blades. The three pieces were then glued together with Weldwood glue, using large clamps every 26 inches and two bolts through the hub holes. This amount of work was done over a four day period and required four and onehalf man hours. I allowed the glue to set for one day and during this time I cut out the blade station templates from hard cardboard. These were made in two pieces, a blade back template which was triangular and incorporated the blade angle and trailing edge height above the hub back side, and the front template which was shaped to the face contour and mated to the other template on the chord line. Six template sets were required and were made in two man hours. The next night the clamps were removed from the blank and the blade stations marked on all sides. Then the side taper was laid out and the blank cut to this taper, using a Skil-Saw on each side, then finishing the cut with a hand saw. The blank started to look like something now so I finish drilled the hub bolt holes to size and mounted it on the engine for eyeballing. It looked good, so I removed it and returned to the basement, and with the kids' hatchet proceeded to chop off the surplus wood on the back side. I prevented excessive splitting by sawing slots at each station to the desired angle and l/16th inch short of the finish depth. To smooth it up and safely get closer to the station angles, I used a 1 inch wood chisel to remove the wood from the hub outward to the tip. After one week and 12 man-hours of labor expended, I watched Astronaut Glenn and the rocket abort for a little cloud cover, then spent four more man-hours with a rasp and 6 inch block plane cutting the angle and twist into the blade backs. I found that working from the hub to tip was best with the plane. I obtained the root station contour first, then worked out to the next and so on to the tip. The blade backs were completed during the second week, and required a total of 20 man-hours from the first day. Some will be asking how the templates are used to check the work. This is also simple. I marked a location for the hub hole on a flat piece of 2 by 6 plank, then placed the work on the plank so the mark matched the hole each time. Since the blade stations were marked, the flat hub area rested on the plank and the templates were made to rest on the plank and give the correct angle from the trailing edge to the front, checking was simply placing the template and observing any gap between the wood and template. Work was now started on the front by slotting and chopping with the hatchet as done on the back. I worked (Continued on next page)



AC Spark Plug's..."Tip Of The Month Contest" By Dick Albrecht, EAA 11105 52 Eucalyptus Road Annapolis, Md. I thought and thought about what kind of a jig to use, to put the wing attaching plates on the fuselage of the Miniplane that I am building. I finally came up with the following: Took two pieces of one inch angle iron, cut and drilled them to the right size required, and then after cutting the heads off of four 5/16 inch bolts, welded them in the corners. Welded the bushings on the inside of the wing attaching plates and then cut and notched them until they fit in the right position over the bottom longerons. Then I cut two more pieces of one inch angle iron to the right size required and drilled them so that I could bolt them to the other two pieces of angle iron. Put the attaching plates on the 5/16 bolts and snugged them down with nuts and then put the whole jig on the fuselage. After leveling the fuselage out I then used a level on the top two pieces of angle iron and a protractor on the two side pieces of angle iron. (The plans called for 2 degrees from the top longeron). When everything was in place I tack welded the plates, then boxed them in, welded everything up and cut out the jig with a hack saw. Attached is a drawing of the jig. It worked fine for me. A
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Homebuilding of Propellers . . .



(Continued from preceding page)



on one blade at a time and, with the plane, worked each station down to the correct shape and thickness by cutting outward to obtain a smooth taper between stations. The first blade front was completed in five days and seven man-hours, the second blade was completed in two days and four and one-half man-hours. This illustrates the loss of efficiency when working in short spurts. Next I sanded out all the tool marks and rounded all sections properly. At this time I made the first check on balance by inserting two bolts through the holes on the centerline across the blades, then running a piece of clothes hanger wire through the cotter pin holes providing a pivot on the prop center. Next, I bent another piece of the wire into a long double hook and hung the prop from the ceiling so that it pivoted. When the prop is in balance the tips will be horizontal as checked with a spirit level. The level used is the most accurate and simple of instruments, consisting of a 12-foot length of clear plastic tubing filled partially with water. This is hung from above by each end so that it encloses the prop tips and the water level is adjusted by raising an end until the level is even with the prop tip. By noting the position of each tip at the trailing edge and the water level, the heavy blade is evident because it will be below level. This system is used
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widely for large props and auto wheels. The first check of balance indicated one blade heavier by the weight of half a cigarette so I proceeded to apply the finish which I decided to make polyester resin and glass cloth on the leading and trailing edge plus one foot of each tip. The resin was applied over the entire prop to give a hard finish—the fiberglas tip and edges replace the metal and fabric on standard props. The finishing and final balance which was accomplished by adding slight amounts of resin to the light side was completed in the next week and required another eight and one-half man hours. My engine hub requirement was 3l/s inches, while the prop was 4V4, so I cut 9/16th inches from the hub back and front, with a taper from the root blade section to the flange point. Care was taken to cut this out and remain at right angles to the hub center line. This was done prior to finishing and final balance. In summary, I produced a special prop for my homebuilt for a total of $10 and 40 man-hours of labor. This time can possibly be cut 30 percent by working longer periods, but my time was a saving of $1.50 per hour. The total cost of material was $10 and a factory prop costs $70, so I made $60 in 40 man-hours over 18 days. It is evident that the homebuilder will never compete with the manufacturer of props. Today, slave labor would cost over $1.50 to feed and house for an hour. Q SPORT AVIATION
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - of direct-drive, fixed-pitch propellers ... reserve power that they are commonly ... desired airspeed? Fig. .... percent for each ten-percent increase ... ratio. As Fig. 1 shows, the higher the design airspeed the lower the propeller.
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - sidered and with the test data upon ... shows test data for angles down to ... 1 is intended to answer that ... The question naturally arises as to .... And this considers only the centrifugal for- ces. Bending and twisting stresses ..
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

markably diverse family of man-made polymers which, during recent years .... for virtually all of the air- frame to be made of epoxy or vinyl-ester resins, reinforced.
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Sensenich Propellers 

rings. A customer needs a prop for a. Porterfield, a Ryan STA or a Welch. OW6M (we don't know what ... The central hub hold is bored out then a drilling fixture is ...
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Measuring the Geometry of Propellers 

the radius and if all airfoils would have a flat lower side, then ... edge of the propeller, before the felt tip color has dried. Doing the same at the trailing edge leaves you with two traces on the ... method - the error is around 1 percent of the.
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Sensenich Propellers 

technological move in which modern machining .... The technology is no more ad- vanced. At some point in .... Pick up ATIS and get clearance before the Hobbs ...
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

appliances, building and construction, automotive, air- craft, electronics, toys ... supply of plastic materials for their continued economic well-being. ... production of 40 to 45 billion pounds of plastics per year by 1980. ... er reduction of weig
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Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding 
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Care and Maintenance of Wooden Propellers 

"Mirador", Rose Mead, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight, England. Following the ... dark. Oddly enough, these people usually are only too keen to hang an old prop on the den ... AT EXTREME TIP. The method of sheathing a plain propeller using.
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding 

Dec 30, 1974 - filling the interior of the panel and bonding itself per- manently to .... Rigicel PVC foam made in the U. S. by B. F. Goodrich, but this material is no ...
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howitworks - Fine Homebuilding 

periodically cleaned of combustion residue, which looks like old varnish, and ... bustion gases creates a vacuum above the piston, pulling it to its top position.
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Scimitar Propellers 

propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for. BIOGRAPHY ABOUT ... The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by ... were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished.
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Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

Now well-established as a construction material for transport category jets, corporate aircraft, military and civilian helicopters, missiles, and even the Space Shut-.
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Building Four Bladed Propellers 

painstaking project. What I consider to .... A Zenair Cricket is still under construction in his ... their projects - Aeronca C-3, Cessna. 120.140A, Pitts Special, ...
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Application of Wooden and Metal Propellers 

Nov 16, 1973 - metal prop â€” flight test configuration. By Luther D. ... entitled "Propeller Fatigue" described the results of an in-flight vibration survey ..... shape a blade very narrow and very thin. The blade .... continuity in the curvature di
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Care and Maintenance of Wooden Propellers 

resin-bonded synthetic fiber or fiberglas covering. a long delay far from home .... tively shears the wood fibers and ma- ... glass scrim cloth or finishing tis- sue.
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Application of Wooden and Metal Propellers - Size 

Nov 16, 1973 - best Sensenich racing props get close to 90% but few commercial fixed ..... beam in the laboratory is three times or more greater than can be ...
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Scimitar Propellers - Size 

propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for. BIOGRAPHY ABOUT ... The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by ... were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished.
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wood propellers - raanz 

DOC#: WOOD-CF-REV-A.DOC 5-20-04. Sensenich ... static friction. That is, the ... Basic diameter in inches. Designates ... assumes that the threads of the bolts, nuts, or drive ... spinner screws per spinner installation ... friction between the prope
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Using "Kevlar" For Homebuilding Aircraft 

in body armor, reinforcement of boat hulls and other plastic composites, as well as ... diameter variable-pitch propeller at 300 rpm. The 195 pound craft flies at ...
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Plastics for Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

represents one of the best of the high-performance type plastics introduced since World War II. In many commercial applications (pipe and fittings, ... Try sawing, drilling, ..... weight and cost of an assembly or provide longer service life.
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Plastics For Aircraft Homebuilding - Size 

Dec 30, 1974 - izing the properties of polyurethane foam, is employed in another new aircraft, .... and fuels. Compatible with either polyester or epoxy res- ins.
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - PDFHALL.COM 

GRAIN: Direction of face groin to lost dimension. PRICE EXTRAS: For quantities less than 5 sheets, add $2.00 per shipment for bundling. ON ORDERS OF 25 ...
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Propellers and Performance 

which will let the engine turn full throttle in level flight without overspeeding, it is ... peller will screw itself ahead in one full revolution. Thus 5 ft. x 2500 = 12,500 ft.
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